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You've closed this dialog and can't find the page you came from. Request a page and we'll help you find it or visit the home page.Why is it that all readers of this wonderful site are so full of hate towards the Railways. Why when we have so much good information on this site how can people be so unkind to the railway. The way I see it is that they are spending their own money to travel and as they get a discount they are envious of
another man who pays more to get on a train. In my opinion it is best to travel on a train and then you can think about all the things you have seen that you will never see again. And when you get off the train you will be carrying on to your destination. The train cannot stop because someone likes the scenery so much more than the average person so if the average person wants to look at the scenery they will have to wait and be
charged the full price of the ticket. Reply to this topic This thread has 0 posts. If you post a reply to this topic, it will be sent to and appear in your mailbox.Q: What XSLT 2.0 snippet converts the coordinates to meters? The other day I asked a question on the breadboard after an encounter with a street address in kilometers instead of meters. Almost all the answers suggested using the well-known XSLT 2.0 snippet (example below).
I didn't find out where the snippet came from. The answer I got was: The snippet converts the coordinates to meters. Here's my question: Where does the snippet (or the snippet creator) came from? A: There are two XSL templates to do the work. con
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